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Brendan Cochrane’s ‘The Grind’ premieres at Series Fest

The Grind, created by Brendan Cochrane and produced by Digital Seven,  is a show about a New York-
based auto-theft syndicate that is being investigated by the police and FBI. It explores the lives of the 
crew members and the underbelly of a modern crime circuit. The forty-five minute pilot was selected as 
part of a new slate of pilots premiering at the hot new Denver television festival, called SeriesFest in 
June.

Currently in production, producers Jen Emma Hertel and Charles Saulson, are already fielding 
investment offers from two Los Angeles production companies to continue production. When 
interviewed, Brendan Cochrane stated: “this is a really exciting time and an exciting show. I am 
extremely grateful and humbled to see this show come to life. I know our next step is to find a good 
home for the show to allow all the wonderful actors to portray the stories we wish to tell.”
The show, largely comprised of newcomers, stars Melvin Lima, Samantha Opitz, Victor Girone & Joe 
Assadourian.
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The TV series explores the world of an international auto-theft crime syndicate as it’s being investigated 
by local police and the FBI. Through intriguing character relationships and storylines, the world of modern 
crime, including prostitution, corrupt cops, smart criminals, and very fast cars, is revealed. The series was 
inspired by well-known criminal characters. The show not only explores the complex and layered criminal 
underworld, but also traverses into the fringes of society, law enforcement, and colorful characters that 
make up the auto theft business. 
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Brendan Kyle Cochrane
Creator/Director/Writer

            Brendan Cochrane is a member of both the WGA and Dramatist’s Guild. 
He began his film career working as a production assistant for Robert De Niro’s 
A Bronx Tale and from there went on to work on various film and television 
projects including Last Action Hero, Die Hard 3, Clockers, The Cowboy Way, 
Bullets over Broadway, and New York Undercover.   In 2007, Brendan formed 
his first production company, New York Los Angeles High Definition (NYLAHD), 
producing content for for major record label artists, as well as commercial 
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The Grind Series Fest June 22-26, 2016 Denver Colorado
Director: Brendan Cochrane
Production Company: Digital Seven DigitalSeven.NYC
Executive Producer: Charles Saulson
Producer: Jen Emma Hertel
Co-Producers: Victor Girone & Matthew Muzio
Cinematography by: Daniel Stewart
The Grind visit: TheGrindNY.com
For Press Production inquiries please contact: Producer Jen Emma Hertel Jen@digital7.nyc 
For Media please contact: Jen Emma Hertel & Jennifer Blum jennifer@thejbgroup.com
Randi Kleiner CEO Series Fest Season Two SeriesFest.com
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brands such as Maybelline, Nike, Hertz, Michelin, Nivea, Nokia, NFL, Nike and many more.

As his production company was thriving, so was his career as a director and writer. He was hired by 
CSI- Miami star Adam Rodriguez to write his first feature film, Renegade Crew. The film was based on 
the book by Antonio Bustillo about the largest cocaine “rip off” committed by Miami Dade Police in the 
1980’s. In 2009, producers hired Brendan to direct the feature film Undergrad.

While continuing to direct several commercials/music videos, Cochrane created and wrote The Grind  in 
2013. In late 2014, he started directing and shooting scenes  in and around New York City.  Shortly after 
the production of the pilot was wrapped, he launched his new production company, Digital Seven in 
2015, which focuses exclusively on Film and TV content. The Grind will have it’s world premiere at the 
2016 SeriesFest.

Series Producer Jen Emma Hertel was thrilled after hearing the news of being selected into SeriesFest. 
Stating: “I was ecstatic. I always believed in this show and as a fellow Writers Guild Member and 
playwright, I knew there are so many great storylines to explore. We’re excited to screen the series and 
travel to Colorado.” Jen is actively working on the next stages of production with Brendan Cochrane.
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